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Whole-systems problems involve many

performance criteria

Vehicle Powertrain

Noise, Ride, Steering, 

Handling, Cooling, Speed, 

Acceleration, Economy, 

Emissions, Cost, Weight, …

	



A multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) 

problem formulation

Design choices

Evaluation

(computer model)Uncontrollables

Objectives

Constraints

Drive ratio, torque converter, ...

Ambient conditions, driver, ...

Handling, acceleration. …

Cooling, Emissions, …

Data
Physical / chemical properties, ...
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An optimal option

A better option

An option

Trade-offs are often 

present in MCDA problems
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An option

… and one view 

of its robust

performance

Uncertainties are often 

present in MCDA problems
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Adaptation is sometimes 

possible in MCDA problems

Performance in one 

possible future

Performance in a 

different future

An adapted option

“Calibratables”
Turbocharger valve timings, ...

✔

✖



Whole-systems MCDA involves multiple 

teams with coupled problems

Engine model Aftertreatment model

Engine design choices

Speed, Acceleration, CO2, Cost, 

Weight, …

Aftertreatment design choices

Tailpipe NOx, PM, Cost, 

Weight, …

Engine NOx, PM, …

Pressures, …



MCDA workflows
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Place & 

environ-

ment

Mental & 
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& learning

Work & 

local 

economy

People & 

community

Executive-level

planning support 

tool

Sector-level planning support tools

Built in open-

source software

A possible SIPHER MCDA



Executive dashboard

Wellbeing data: Happy City Thriving Places Index

Visualisation: Macrofocus High-D software

High-level  

whole-system 

outcomes

Visualisation of trade-offs 

between different combinations of 

sector strategies

Visualisation of 

uncertainty in outcomes

Interactive target 

setting



Non-health sector dashboard

Includes estimated impact on health 

outcomes (SIPHER models)

Visualisation of key 

outcomes for the sector 

(non-SIPHER models)

Potential to include other sectoral 

impacts (non-SIPHER models) 

Wellbeing data: Happy City Thriving Places Index

Visualisation: Macrofocus High-D software



Health sector dashboard

Key health outcomes 

(SIPHER models)

Ability to see any estimated 

impacts on other sectors 

(SIPHER models)

Generate impact assessment Generate cost-benefit analysis

Link to tools to auto-

generate data for key 

whole-system reports

Refresh estimates

Request data and 

model refresh

Visualisation of 

health strategy 

options

Drill-down into 

outcome dynamics

Wellbeing data: Happy City Thriving Places Index

Visualisation: Macrofocus High-D software



What about MCDA and 

complex policy systems?
The Sheffield Alcohol Policy Model “Cost benefit analyses conceal too 

much... As soon as you add up 

everything into a single number you are 

concealing far more than you are 

actually illuminating..”

(academic with policy experience –

interviewed by Ellen Stewart & 

Katherine Smith)

Stewart & Smith, Evidence & Policy, 2015 11(3):415-37

Consumption

Spending

Premature mortality

Workplace absence Crime volumes



What about MCDA and 

complex policy systems?
Alternative designs for the Sampor Mega Dam, Mekong

“It’s easy to say the word alternative but it’s not easy to 

generate them in a way that has sufficient salience and 

credibility to be relevant in a real decision making 

context… A lot of the complexity, nuances, uncertainty 

and sensitivity of these things, you have to be careful it 

doesn’t become an artificial mathematical exercise that 

is only academically interesting. It has to be integrated, 

interdisciplinary, and it has to have some actual 

relevance and legitimacy in complex real world decision 

contexts.”

Patrick Reed, Cornell University

Wild et al. J. Water Resour. Plann. Manage., 2019, 145(2)


